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Theatre NDG Announces Plans for a Feasibility Study
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MONTREAL – Theatre NDG is launching a feasibility study in order to better assess its role in the
NDG community and the Montreal theatre and arts communities with the goal to formalize
itself as a Non-Profit Organization. The date of a public forum open to all is forthcoming.
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The goal of the feasibility study is to talk to as many interested parties as possible and to
discuss with them the best possible directions and strategies for Theatre NDG. The hope of this
study is that by the end of it Theatre NDG will better understand the NDG community, the
Montreal theatre and arts communities, and Theatre NDG’s place within those communities.
Theatre NDG was founded in 2016 out of a love for community theatre. Based in NDG and open
to everyone, the company aims to engage as many people as possible. “The biggest privilege of
art is the creation of it,” states Madden. “The goal of Theatre NDG is to increase access to the
creation of art.”
www.theatrendg.com

“Community theatre is something that has not yet been highlighted [in NDG]. As the Chair of
the Arts & Culture table I can attest to the fact that community theatre touches all aspect of a
vibrant community. We are all looking forward to this wonderful initiative put forth by theatre
NDG.” –Sharon Sweeney, NDG Community Council
“Theatre NDG is exactly the kind of event that Notre Dame des Arts hopes to support and
encourage in our community.” – Paul Scriver, Notre Dame des Arts
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